
Islamic Art



Enduring Understanding:  Cultural exchanges on 

a vast scale take place in West Asia

• The Silk Road connected distant lands culturally 
and economically.

• Intercultural exchanges cause a rich diversity of 
expression combining European, Asian, and 
Islamic cultures.

• Islamic art dominates West Asia and South 
Europe.

• Patrons were royal and religious figures.

• Islamic art is influenced by trade with 
surrounding traditions.



Enduring Understanding:  Islam is the dominant 

religion in North Africa, West Asia, and Spain.

• Islam unites a diverse region.

• Islamic architecture includes mosques, tombs, 

and monuments.

• Islamic art is spread through pilgrimages.



Enduring Understanding:  The use of 

figural art varies in Islamic tradition.

• Religious art contains no figures, but uses 

tessellation, calligraphy, and arabesques.

• Figural art flourishes in secular writings in 

Persia.



Enduring Understanding:  Islamic art specializes in 

ceramics, book illumination, textiles, and metalwork.

• Islamic art tends to avoid perspective, be two-
dimensional, and have arabesques and geometric 
designs.

• Ceramics were created for useful and decorative 
purposes.

• Metalwork was used for sculptures, armor, and 
utilitarian items.

• Carpets and tapestries are particularly prized 
examples of Islamic textiles.

• Islamic art excels in manuscript decoration, as 
well as wall paintings.



Patronage and Artistic Life

• Calligraphy was the highest form of art as it is 

used to transmit the texts revealed from God to 

Muhammad.

• Calligraphers are most respected artists.

• By 14th and 15th centuries, calligraphers began 

signing their names.



Islamic Painting and 

Sculpture



Calligraphy

• Kufic – highly specialized script; reserved for official 

texts; traditional texts of Qur’an



Arabesques

• Motifs that include acanthus leaves, split leaves, 

scrolling vines, spirals, wheels, and zigzags



Tessellation

• Repetition of geometric designs demonstrate 

belief that there is unity in multiplicity



• Geometric designs reinforced Islamic 

mathematicians that the universe is based on 

logic and clear design – designs therefore, are 

meant to repeat to the edge of the frame, and 

then extend on indefinitely



#57

Pyxis of al-Mughira

Umayyad

c. 968 CE

Ivory



• Calligraphic 

inscription in Arabic 

identifies the owner, 

asks for Allah’s 

blessings, and tells 

us the function of 

pyxis

• Function: container 

for expensive 

aromatics

• Gift for the caliph’s 

younger son

• Horror vacui –

fear of empty 

space: fills all 

negative space

• Vegetal and 

geometric motifs

• Eight medallion 

scenes showing 

pleasure 

activities of the 

royal court: 

hunting, 

falconry, sports, 

musicians

• From Muslim 

Spain



This medallion (left) shows two 

men collecting eggs from the nests 

of Falcons, a symbol of Umayyad 

legitimacy.

This medallion centers around a lute player flanked by two figures, one of 

whom holds the braided specter and flask of the Umayyads, while the other 

holds a fan. Presumably the man with the specter and flask symbolizes the 

Umayyad Caliph, and the figure with the fan, the Abassids.



An Arabic inscription in the kufic script runs around the 

base of the lid and reads: “God's blessing, favours, joy, 

beatitude to al-Mughira son of the Commander of the 

faithful, may God have mercy upon him, in the year 357.”



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: Relief 

Sculpture

Chavin de Huántar

Relief Sculpture

Palette of King Narmer

Grave stele of Hegeso



#187

Folio from a Qur’an

Arab, North Africa, or Near East

Abbasid

c. 8th or 9th century CE

Ink, color, and gold on parchment

Calligraphy video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANGFytWNQ5s


• Arabic reads from left to 

right

• Kufic scripture: strong 

uprights and long horizontals

• Great clarity of text 

important because several 

readers read book at once, 

some at a distance

• Consonants are scripted, 

vowels are indicated by dots 

or markings around the other 

letters

• Qur’ans were compiled and 

codified in the mid-seventh 

century; however, the earliest 

Qur’an is from the ninth 

century



Cross-Cultural Comparisons:  

Calligraphy

Vienna Genesis

Book of 

Lindisfarne

Night Attack on the 

Sanjo Palace



#188

Basin (Baptistère de St Louis)

Muhammad ibn al-Zain

c. 1320-1340 CE

Brass inlaid with gold and silver

Khan Academy video

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-islam/islamic-art-medieval/v/ibn-al-zain-basin


• Signed by the artist six 

times

• Original use: washing 

hands at official 

ceremonies

• Later use: baptisms for 

French royal family 

(association with St. 

Louis fictional)

• Hunting alternate with 

battle scenes along side

• Mamluk hunters and 

Mongol enemies

• Bottom of bowl: 

decorated with fish, eels, 

crabs, frogs, and 

crocodiles



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: Works 

Reflecting a Cultural Diversity

Miguel González, 

Virgin of Guadalupe

Quick-to-See-Smith, 

Trade

Kngwarreye, 

Earth’s Creation



#199

The Ardabil Carpet

Masqsud of Kashan

1539-1540 CE

Silk and wood



• Huge carpet, one of a matching 

pair, from the funerary mosque 

of Shayik Safial-Din; probably 

made when shrine was enlarged

• A prayer carpet

• Medallion in center perhaps 

represents the inside of a dome 

with sixteen pendants

• Mosque lamps hang from two of 

the pendants; one lamp smaller 

than the other, the larger lamp 

placed further away so that it 

would appear the same size as 

the smaller



• Corner squinches also 

have pendants completing 

the feeling of looking into 

a dome

• World’s oldest dated carpet

• Wool carpet, woven by ten 

people, probably men; 

women did weaving in this 

period, but the importance 

of the location and the size 

of the project indicates that 

men were entrusted with 

its execution



• This carpet was one of a 

matching pair that was 

made for the shrine of Safi 

al-Din Ardabili when it was 

enlarged in the late 1530s. 

• Today the Ardabil carpet 

dominates the main Islamic 

Art Gallery in the Victoria 

and Albert Museum in 

London, while its twin is in 

the LA County Museum of 

Art. 

• The carpets were located 

side by side in the shrine.





Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 

Textiles

Hiapo

The Bayeux 

Tapestry

Ringgold, Dancing at the Louvre



Persian Manuscripts

• Descends from illustrated manuscripts in western 
Islamic world and figural ceramics from pre-Mongol 
Iran

• Mongols reopen Silk Roads, bringing in Chinese exotic 
painting to the Iranian court

• Persian manuscript painting (sometimes called 
miniatures) gave visual images to literary plot

• Highly influenced by Chinese style of painting
– Asiatic appearance of figures

– Incorporation of Chinese rocks and clouds

– Appearance of Chinese motifs such as dragons and 
chrysanthemums



• Persian miniatures influenced Mughal 

manuscripts in India

• Characteristics include

– A portrayal of figures in a relatively shadowless

world, usually sumptuously dressed and occupying 

a richly decorative environment

– Intricate details and multicolored geometric 

patterns

– Space is divided into a series of flat planes

– Space reserved for calligraphy



• The viewer’s point of view shifts in a world 

perceived at various angles – sometimes 

looking directly at some figures, while also 

looking down at the floor and carpets.

• Artists depict a lavishly ornamented 

architectural setting with crowded 

compositions of doll-like figures 

distinguishable by a brilliant color palette.



#189

Bahram Gur Fights the Karg, folio from 

the Great Il-Khanid Shahnama

Islamic,Persian, Il-Khanid

c. 1330-1340 CE

Ink and opaque watercolor, gold, and 

silver on paper



• Iranian manuscript

• Large painted surface area; calligraphy diminished

• Areas of flat colors

• Spatial recession indicated by the overlapping planes

• Atmospheric perspective seen in the light bluish 

background



• Bahram Gur was an ancient Iranian king from the Sassanian dynasty

• Represents the ideal king; wears a crown and golden halo

• Karg is a unicorn he fought during his trip to India

• Illustration from the Book of Kings

• Bahram Gur wears a garment of European fabric

• Chinese landscape conventions can be seen in the background



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: Scenes 

of Conquering

Athena from the Temple of Zeus

Narmer Palette

Ludovisi Battle Sarcophagus



#190

The Court of Gayumars, folio from Shah 

Tahmasp’s Shahnama

Sultan Muhammad

c. 1522-1525 CE

Ink, opaque watercolor, and gold on paper



• The Shahnama (Book of 

Kings) is a Persian epic 

poem by Firdawsi (940-

1025) telling the ancient 

history of Persia

• Whole book contains 258 

illustrated pages

• This excerpt shows the first 

king, Gayumars, enthroned 

before his community

• On left: his son Siaymak; on 

right: his grandson Hushang

• His court appears in a semi-

circle below him; they are 

all in court attire: wearing 

leopard skins



• Harmony between man 

and landscape

• Minute details do not 

overwhelm the 

harmony of the scene

• The angel, Surush, tells 

Gayumars that his son 

will be murdered by the 

Black Div, son of the 

demon Ahriman



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: King 

and Court

Bichitr, Jahangir Preferring 

a Sufi Shaikh to Kings
Presentation of Fijian 

mats and tapa cloths

Velázquez, Las Meninas



Islamic Architecture

• All mosques face Mecca because Muslims must pray 
five times a day facing Mecca

• The qibla, direction facing Mecca, is marked by a 
mihrab, an empty niche, which directs the worshippers 
attention

• Minarets are directed in every corner of the Muslim 
world from which the call to prayer is recited:  minarets 
are composed of 
– A base

– Tall shaft with an internal staircase

– A gallery from which muezzins call the people to prayer

– They are often covered with canopies to protect the 
occupant from the weather



Mosques come in many varieties, two 

of the most common are

• Hypostyle hall: Great Mosque at Córdoba 

(eight-tenth centuries)

– Interior has a forest of columns

– Occasional open central courtyard

– Horseshoe-shaped arches with alternating striped 

stonework

– Mihrab is the focus



• Unified open interior: 
Mosque of Selim II (1568-
1575)
– Unified core with a brilliant 

dome surmounting a centrally 
organized plan

– Inspired by Byzantine 
architecture

– Domes support tombs and 
mosques employ squinches, 
which can be made to form an 
elaborate orchestration of 
suspended faucets called 
muqarnas



• Mosque in Iran: the Great Mosque in Isfahan

– Evolved around a centrally placed courtyard

– Each side features an iwan: a centrally placed half-

dome open at one end



#183

The Kaaba

Mecca, Saudi Arabia

Islamic.  Pre-Islamic monument: rededicated 

by Muhammad in 632-632 CE; multiple 

renovations.

Granite masonry, covered with silk curtain and 

calligraphy in gold and silver-wrapped thread. 

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YzAJIXwc49A


The Kaaba

Mecca, Saudi Arabia

Islamic.  Pre-Islamic monument: rededicated 

by Muhammad in 632-632 CE; multiple 

renovations.

Granite masonry, covered with silk curtain and 

calligraphy in gold and silver-wrapped thread. 



• Mecca is spiritual center of Islam

• Said to have been built by Ibrahim and Ishamel for God

• Existing structure encases the blackstone in the eastern corner, the 

only part of the original structure by Ibrahim that survives

• Has been repaired and reconstructed many times since 

Mohammed’s time



• Cube-like in shape; covered by textiles

• Destination for those making the hajj; circumambulate the Kaaba 

counterclockwise seven times – believed to demonstrate the 

unity of the believers in the worship of the One God, as they 

move in harmony together around the Kaaba, while supplicating 

to Allah





Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 

Buildings Built on Important Sites

Dome of the Rock

Lin, Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

Tutankhamun’s Tomb



#185

Dome of the Rock

Jerusalem, Palestine

Islamic, Umayyad

691-692 CE, with multiple renovations

Stone masonry and wooden roof decorated with 

glazed ceramic tile, mosaics, and gild 

aluminum and bronze dome

BBC video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6DFme8tNQY


• Domed wooden octagon

• Influence by centrally planned 

buildings

• Columns taken from Roman 

monuments

• Sacred rock where 

 Adam was buried

 Ibrahim nearly sacrificed 

Ishamel or Abraham nearly 

sacrificed Isaac 

 Muhammed ascended to 

heaven 

 Temple of Jerusalem was 

located



• Meant to rival the Christian 

church of the Holy 

Sepulcher in Jerusalem, 

although inspired by its 

domed rotunda

• Mosaic Arabic calligraphy 

urges Muslims to embrace 

Allah as one god, and 

indicates that the Christian 

notion of the Trinity is an 

aspect of polytheism

• Oldest surviving Qur’an 

verses; first use of Qur’an 

verses in architecture

• Pilgrimage site for the 

faithful

• Erected by Abd al-Malik, 

caliph of the Umayyad 

Dynasty







Cross-Cultural Comparisons: Domes

Taj Mahal Pantheon

Hagia Sohpia



#186

Great Mosque (Masjid-e Jameh)

Isfahan, Iran

Islamic, Perisan: Seljuk, Il-Khanid, Timurid

and Safavid Dynasties

c. 700 CE; additions and restorations in the 

14th, 18th, and 20th centuries CE

Stone, brick, wood, plaster, and glazed ceramic 

tile

V&A Video of courtyard

Video 

http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/videos/m/video-masjid-i-imam,-isfahan,-iran/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMW5YDdrQSg




Great Mosque (Masjid-e Jameh)

Courtyard

Isfahan, Iran

Islamic, Perisan: Seljuk, Il-Khanid, Timurid

and Safavid Dynasties

c. 700 CE; additions and restorations in the 

14th, 18th, and 20th centuries CE

Stone, brick, wood, plaster, and glazed ceramic 

tile



Great Mosque (Masjid-e Jameh)

Courtyard

Isfahan, Iran

Islamic, Perisan: Seljuk, Il-Khanid, Timurid and 

Safavid Dynasties

c. 700 CE; additions and restorations in the 14th, 

18th, and 20th centuries CE

Stone, brick, wood, plaster, and glazed ceramic 

tile



• Large central rectangular 

courtyard surrounded by a two-

story arcade

• Each of courtyard has a centrally 

placed iwan; may be first mosque 

to have this feature

• One iwan is an entry for a private 

space used by the sultan and 

retinue; dome adorned by tiles

• The qibla iwan is the largest and 

most decorative; its size indicates 

the direction to Mecca



Great Mosque (Masjid-e Jameh)

Mihrab (prayer room)

Isfahan, Iran

Islamic, Perisan: Seljuk, Il-Khanid, Timurid

and Safavid Dynasties

c. 700 CE; additions and restorations in the 

14th, 18th, and 20th centuries CE

Stone, brick, wood, plaster, and glazed ceramic 

tile



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 

Houses of Worship

Chartres Cathedral

Great Stupa at Sanchi

White Temple and its ziggurats



#56

Great Mosque

Aerial View

Códoba, Spain

Umayyad

c. 785-786 CE

Stone masonry

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMRh872Dj1M


• Double-arched columns, brilliantly articulated in alternating 

brands of color; voussoirs

• A light and airy interior

• Horseshoe-shaped arches have a tradition in Visigothic Spain and 

Roman architecture

• Hypostyle mosque: no central focus, no congregational worship

• Original wooden ceiling replaced by vaulting



Great Mosque

Plan

Códoba, Spain

Umayyad

c. 785-786 CE

Stone masonry



• Complex dome over mihrab with elaborate squinches

• Columns are spolia from ancient Roman structures

• Relatively short columns made ceiling low; doubling of arches 

enhances interior space; perhaps influenced by the Roman 

aqueduct in Mérida, Spain

• Kufic calligraphy on walls

• Built on the site of a church; after Christian reconquest center of 

mosque was used for a church



Great Mosque

Frontal View

Códoba, Spain

Umayyad

c. 785-786 CE

Stone masonry



Great Mosque

Door View

Códoba, Spain

Umayyad

c. 785-786 CE

Stone masonry



Great Mosque

Interior View

Códoba, Spain

Umayyad

c. 785-786 CE

Stone masonry



• The Mihrab, a domed 

reliquary of Byzantine 

mosaics was built by Al 

Hakam II and is the focal 

point. In this mosque, 

Islamic worshipers would 

have traditionally faced 

south-southeast in the 

direction of Mecca. 

• However, in the Great 

Mosque instead it looked 

south, indicating the same 

way as the Damascus 

mosque’s direction for 

prayer, not Mecca.



Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 

Architectural Plans

Sullivan, Carson Pirie Scott Building

Chartres Cathedral

Temple of Amun-Re

Great Mosque



#65

Alhambra Palace

Granada, Spain

Nasrid Dynasty

1354-1391 CE

Whitewashed adobe stucco wood, tile, paint, 

and gilding

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygSxeal_Z7g


Alhambra Palace

Plan

Granada, Spain

Nasrid Dynasty

1354-1391 CE

Whitewashed adobe stucco wood, tile, paint, 

and gilding





• Palace of the Nasrid 

sultans of southern 

Spain

• Light, airy interiors; 

fortress-like exterior

• Built on a hill 

overlooking the city of 

Granada

• Contains palaces, 

gardens, water pools, 

fountains, courtyards

• Small, low bubbling 

fountains in each room 

provide cool 

temperatures in the 

summer



Alhambra Palace

Court of the Lions

Granada, Spain

Nasrid Dynasty

1354-1391 CE

Whitewashed adobe stucco wood, tile, paint, 

and gilding

• Thin columns support heavy 

roofs; a feeling of weightlessness

• Intricately patterned and sculpted 

ceilings and walls

• Central fountain supported by 

protective lions; animal imagery 

permitted in secular monuments

• Parts of the walls are chiseled 

through to create vibrant light 

patterns within



Alhambra Palace

Hall of Sisters

Granada, Spain

Nasrid Dynasty

1354-1391 CE

Whitewashed adobe stucco wood, tile, 

paint, and gilding

• Sixteen windows at top of 

hall, light dissolves into a 

honeycomb of stalactites that 

dangle from the ceiling

• Abstract patterns, abstraction 

of forms

• 5,000 muqarnas refract light; 

carved in stucco onto ceiling

• Highly sophisticated and 

refined interior

• Perhaps used as music room 

or for receptions





Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 

Interiors

House of the Vetii

Wright, Fallingwater

Hall of Mirrors, Versailles



#84

Mosque of Selim II

Exterior

Edirne, Turkey

Sinan (architect)

1568-1575 CE

Brick and stone

Khan Academy video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q48ddBmCjQA


Mosque of Selim II

Interior

Edirne, Turkey

Sinan (architect)

1568-1575 CE

Brick and stone

• Extremely thin soaring minarets

• Abundant window space makes 

for a brilliantly lit interior

• Decorative display of mosaic and 

tile work

• Inspired by Hagia Sophia, but a 

centrally planned building

• Octagonal interior, with 8 pillars 

resting on a square set of walls

• Open airy interior contrasts with 

conventional mosques that have 

partitioned interiors







• Part of a complex 

including a hospital, 

school, library, etc

• Sinan was chief court 

architect for Suleyman

the Magnificent (c. 

1520-1566)

• Transitions from 

square ground plan to 

round dome achieved 

by inserting smaller 

domes in the corners

• Huge piers support the 

dome





Mosque of Selim II

Plan

Edirne, Turkey

Sinan (architect)

1568-1575 CE

Brick and stone





Cross-Cultural Comparisons: Domes

Taj Mahal Pantheon

Hagia Sohpia

Dome of the Rock



#209

Taj Mahal

Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India

Masons, marble, workers, mosaicists, and 

decorators working under the supervision of 

Ustad Ahmad Lahori, architect of the emperor

1632-1653 CE

Stone masonry and marble with inlay of 

precious and semiprecious stones; gardens 

Taj Mahal Smithsonian video

Taj Mahal Deconstruction video

Taj Mahal Engineering video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeIwMPaV858
http://www.history.com/topics/taj-mahal/videos/deconstructing-history-taj-mahal?m=528e394da93ae&s=undefined&f=1&free=false
http://www.history.com/topics/taj-mahal/videos/seven-wonders-the-taj-mahal


• Translated in English as “Crown Palace”

• Named for Mumtaz Mahal, deceased wife of Shah Jahan; she died 

while giving birth to their fourteenth child

• Built to serve as Mumtaz Mahal’s tomb, centrally placed under 

dome.  Shah Jahan was interred next to her after his death, placed 

symmetrically next to her



• Symmetrical harmony of design

• Typical Islamic feature of one large arch flanked by two smaller 

arches

• Square plan with chamfered corners

• Onion-shaped dome rises gracefully from the square façade

• Small kiosks around dome lessen severity

• Intricate floral and geometric inlays on façade

• Ground represents a vast funerary garden, the gardens found in 

heaven in the Islamic tradition



• Minarets act like a picture frame, directing our view and 

sheltering the monument

• Once formed part of a larger ensemble of buildings

• May have been built to salute the grandeur of Shah Jahan and his 

royal kingdom, as much as to honor his wife’s memory



Taj Mahal

Interior 

Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India

Masons, marble, workers, mosaicists, and 

decorators working under the supervision of 

Ustad Ahmad Lahori, architect of the emperor

1632-1653 CE

Stone masonry and marble with inlay of 

precious and semiprecious stones; gardens 





Cross-Cultural Comparisons: 

Gardens

Versailles

Kusama, Narcissus Gardens

Ryoan-ji


